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EXTENSIONS OF ORDERABLE GROUPS 

BY 

R. BOTTO MURA AND A. H. RHEMTULLA 

Introduction. The purpose of this note is to unify Theorem 4 of G. Baums-
lag [2] and a result of D. M. Smirnov in [6] in a more general setting. We prove 
the following result. 

THEOREM. Let A be a normal subgroup of a non-abelian free group F, V a 
proper fully invariant subgroup of A and V the variety generated by A/V. If A/V 
is orderable and FIA has an infrainvariant system with factors in Y and 
right-orderable then F/V is orderable. 

Let G = F/V, X=A/V and Y=F/A. Also let RO denote the class of 
right-orderable groups. We fix this notation throughout the paper. Observe 
that if X is a non-trivial orderable group, then V<A' and Y contains all 
abelian groups. Thus torsion-free abelian groups are in ROD Y and the 
hypothesis of the theorem holds if Y has an infrainvariant system with 
torsion-free abelian factors and V= A'. This is Smirnov's result in [6]. If Y is 
an ordered group, the convex subgroups of Y form an infrainvariant system 
with torsion-free abelian factors. Thus the hypothesis of the theorem holds 
when X and Y are orderable. This is Theorem 4 in [2]. 

DEFINITIONS. We say that a group H has an infrainvariant system with factors 
in a class X if H has a set of subgroups S = {HA ; A e A} such that (i) A is a 
complete totally ordered set, (ii) (e), GeS, (Hi) if A < /u, then JFiFA ^ H^ and if JUL 
is an immediate successor of A in the ordering of A then HK H^ HJHk e X, 
and (iv) for any A G A and any h e H, H*e S. A group He RO is the set H can 
be ordered in such a way that for all g, h, x in H, g < h implies gx < hx. This is 
equivalent to saying that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of order 
preserving permutations of an ordered set (see [3]). If H is a group and Z a 
subset of H then SH(Z) denotes the semigroup generated by {zh; z e Z, h e H}. 
If K is a normal subgroup of a group H then we say that K is H-orderable if 
the set K can be ordered in such a way that for all x, y, z in K, h in H, x < y 
implies xz<yz and x h < y \ This is equivalent to saying that given any finite 
set Xi, . . . , Xn in K\{e), e£ SH(xll,..., Xnn) for a suitable choice of signs 
Si = ± 1. If H is H-orderable then we simply say H is orderable and denote the 
class of such groups by O. 
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Proofs. We will use the following result which is a consequence of Theorem 
1 in [2]. 

PROPOSITION 1. (G. Baumslag). J/ W=Xwr Y, the standard restricted wreath 
product of X and Y, and B the base group of W then given any finite set of 
elements xu . . . , xn eX\(e), there exists a homomorphism <f> of G into W such 
that <£>JCI, . . . , $JCn e B\(e). 

LEMMA 1. If Y = F/AeRO and X = A/VeO then A/V is G orderable. If 
V=A' then the converse is also true, that is if A/V is FIV-orderable then 
F/AeRO. 

Proof. Let W = X wr Y and B the base group of W. Under the given 
hypothesis, B is W-orderable, since given any order on X and right-order on Y 
the corresponding lexicographic order of B is a W-order. Suppose that X is not 
G-orderable. Then there exist elements xl9 . . . , xneX\(e) such that ee 
SG(x\l, . . . , xF

n
n) for all choices of signs e, = ± 1. By Proposition 1 there is a 

homomorphism ij/ of G into W such that if/Xi, . . . , il/xneB\(e). But then 
Sw((i/tfi)e', . . . , (̂ jcn)

e") contains e for all choices of signs ex = ± 1, contradict
ing the fact that B is W-orderable. 

Conversely, in the case V = A', let AI A' be F/ A '-orderable. Since 
CF(A/A') = A ([1], Theorem 1), F/A is a group of order-preserving permuta
tions of the ordered set AI A' and consequently is an iîO-group. 

Proof of the theorem. By hypothesis there exists an infrainvariant system 
X = {FA, A G A} of subgroups connecting A to F with factors in RO n Y- Let 
£i = {v(FK), À G A} where v(FK) is the verbal subgroup of Fk corresponding to 
the variety y. Then £i is an infrainvariant system connecting V to F. In fact 

(i) v(Ff) = (v(FK))\ 
(ii) For any JBçA, if {j^BFK = Fy then UA6B v(Fk) = v(Fy) and 

(iii) K rUeBFx = F7 then f)^Bv(Fk) = v(Fy). 

(i) and (ii) are obvious and (iii) follows from a result of Dunwoody in [4]. Note 
that Xi does not contain repetitions for v(Fx) = u(F^) implies Fk=FIJL. Let 
v{FJ<v(Fa+1) be a jump in Sx and let Na = NF(v(Fa)) = NF(v(Fa+l)). Then 
Fa<Fa+1 is a jump in X- Since v(Fa) is fully invariant in Fa, NF(Fa)<Na, 
conversely if geNa and F^-F% then v(Fp) = v(Fa) and a = |8. Thus NF{Fa) = 
Na. Since F/A has a system with factors in RO, passing through Fa, NJFa also 
has such a system and is therefore in RO. By Lemma 1, FJv(Fa) is NJv(Fa)-
orderable. Since Fa+1IFaGy, Fa>v(Fa+1) and therefore i>(Fa+i)/i;(Fa) is also 
iV«/^(^«)-orderable. By a theorem of Kokorin in [5], the system £i assures the 
orderability of F/V. 

In the same way Theorem 1 of Smirnov in [7] can be modified to the 
following. 
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If Y has an infrainvariant system with factors in Y then G has an infrain-
variant system whose factors are subgroups of free ^-groups. 
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